About Monte Durham

Monte Durham is the Fashion Director on TLC’s Say Yes to the Dress: Atlanta. He’s the
impossibly tall, silver-haired Southern gentleman with the sly sense of humor.
Fans of the show know his uniform of slim suits and Hermes belt, but natives of Monte’s
adopted city, Washington, D.C., may have seen him in shorts and running shoes on the Mount
Vernon trail or walking his Welsh terrier, Nellie Belle.
A proud West Virginian, Monte’s interest in fashion bloomed as he watched his mother emulate
Jackie Kennedy’s impeccable style. Careers in fashion merchandising and hair styling prepared
Monte for the often emotional and quickly changing world of bridal. He can soothe a stressed
bride with just a veil and a chandelier earring.
Monte’s career as a bridal image consultant landed him in the pages of Elegant Bride, The
Washingtonian, The Washington Post, The New York Times, Martha Stewart Living, Town &
Country, InStyle and Brides Magazine. His services included a ride to the chapel in his baby blue
Jaguar — the bride’s something blue.
Now, Monte offers his expertise to a much wider audience. He shares the screen on Say Yes to
the Dress: Atlanta with his best friend, Lori Allen, owner of Bridals by Lori. On Friday nights,
fans can watch Monte jacking up brides and silencing unruly shopping entourages with just a
glance. But the fun doesn’t stop there — Monte shares pictures and stories on his blog at
TLC.com He’s a frequent guest on CNN, offering style commentary, and he has also appeared
on FOX as a bridal and beauty expert. He traveled to London to cover the royal wedding for
TLC in the Spring of 2011.
Monte gives back to his community through his affiliation with hospice and terrier rescue. He
enjoys restoring his older home and collecting Jackie Kennedy memorabilia.

